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CHAPTER 3 

SOCIO ECONOMIC PROFILES OF THE SUB-SAMPLES 

 

3.1  INTRODUCTION 

 
3.1.1 Socio economic analysis plays an important role in studying the area economy and it eventually 

helps in formulating the short term as well as long term developmental planning particularly 

when a study is based on a district economy. We know very well from our past experience that 

the prosperity of a district depends directly upon the developed socio economic indicators of the 

area. Further, the overall socio-economic study enables us to know very closely how economic 

activities of all kinds affect and shaped by social processes. Normally, this study includes 

demographic details agricultural activities, Industrial activities, infrastructural network, 

educational facilities etc. 

 
3.1.2 All these facilities and services constitute collectively the infrastructure of an economy. The 

development and expansion of these facilities are an essential precondition not only for 

increasing agricultural and industrial production in a district but also the other activities related 

to livelihoods. The main focus of our study is to find out the impact of microfinance and SHG 

activities in increasing the employment upon the downtrodden people of our society and hence to 

reduce poverty. Thus it is in order to have an idea of the socio economic background of these 

two study districts. These two districts are Cooch Behar and Bankura. Cooch Behar is located in 

the north-eastern part of the state while Bankura is located in the south-western part of the state. 

We have designated these two study districts as Sub-Sample I and Sub-Sample II respectively. 

 

3.1.3 We have stated in the preceding paragraph that our Sub-Sample I is located in the north-eastern 

part of the state and our Sub-Sample II is located in the western part of the state. Our Sub-

Sample I, Cooch Behar including some areas of the allied regions was a kingdom up to the year 

1772 and after that the kingdoms being converted to a feudatory state under the nourishment of 

British till the 28th day of August 1949. From the day of 12th September 1949 the state 

administration was transferred to the Govt of India by the then Maharaja Jagaddipendra Narayan  
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and since the 1st January 1950 Cooch Behar was administered as a district of West Bengal on the 

basis of an order under section 290A of the Govt of India Act 1935. The area was also mentioned 

as Prag-Joytishpur in Mahabharata. Our Sub-Sample II, Bankura has also a glorious past and we 

find the mention of this area in Mahabharata as Summha area. In Jain Acharanga-Sutra the area 

was mentioned as Rarh or Larh. In Buddha Jatakas it was mentioned as Summhabhumi. 

 
3.2    LOCATION AND AREA 

 

3.2.1 The geographical locations of our Sub-samples have given in table 3.1. One can see from this 

table that our Sub-Sample I lie between 26º 32' 20” and 25º 57' 40" north latitude and between 

89º 54' 35" and 88º 47' 40" east longitude. On the other hand, Sub-Sample II lies between 

23°38’00’’ and 22°38’00’’ north latitude and between 87°46’00’’ and 86 ° 36’00’’ east 

longitudes. 

Table-3.1 

Geographical Location 

(Sub-Sample I and Sub-Sample II) 
Sub-Sample I Sub-Sample II 

Latitude Longitude Latitude Longitude 

North       26º 32' 20"N East    89º 54' 35"E North   23°38’00’’N East    87°46’00’’E 

South       25º 57' 40"N West    88º 47' 40"E South    22°38’00’’N West    86°36’00’’E 

          Source: District Census Handbook, 1961 

 
 

          3.2.2 On the other hand, locations of the sample districts in India as well as in West Bengal are given in 

Map I. Our Sub-Sample I is bounded by the Jalpaiguri and Alipur districts of West Bengal in 

North, Assam, a state of India, in the east and entire south-east, south and west by Bangladesh, a 

sovereign country. Thus our Sub-Sample I has a huge international boundary, state boundary and 

district boundary. On the other hand, our Sub-Sample II is bounded only by the state districts. 

The north and north east part of the Sub-Sample II is bounded by the distrct of Burdwan from 

which it is separated by the river Damodar, on the south-east by Hooghly, on the south by 

Midnapore and on the west by Purulia. Both the samples under our study are more or less 

triangular in shape. But the size of Sub-Sample II is nearly twice than the size of Sub-Sample I. 

The physical area of Sub-Sample I and II are 3387 square km and 6,882 square km respectively.  
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Map I 

 

 

 

3.3     CLIMATE 

 
3.3.1 Our Sub-Sample I, being situated just outside the zone of tropics, it is expected that the 

temperature in winter months would be somewhat lower than in the zone of the tropics. Further, 

the nearness of the eastern Himalayas dominated by some highest peaks of the world lower the 

heat of the district in the winter months, because a hill breeze from the Himalayan hills to this 

district via the district of Jalpaiguri and Alipurduar  is a normal phenomenon in the months 
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beyond the principal monsoon or rather during the return monsoons. The lowest minimum 

temperature in the district during winter is 3.90 Celsius. The highest maximum temperature in the 

summer month is 39.90 Celsius. The mean daily minimum temperature in January is 10.40 

Celsius and the mean daily maximum temperature during the same month is 24.10 Celsius. On 

the other hand, the area is observed high rate of precipitation and on an average annual rainfall 

stands at 3201 mm.  

 
3.3.2 On the other hand, our Sub-Sample II is situated in the tropical zone and it’s climate is dry and 

sub humid.  The temperature varies between 45° C and 9° C. In summer, there is excessive heat 

in day time but from afternoon cool wind is blowing through this region. It is a drought- prone 

area as designated by the State Government. The annual rainfall is approximately 1420 mm. and 

stands less than half as compare to our first Sub-Sample. However, the monsoon stays between 

June and September. The winter is very mild as compared to our other Sub-Sample.   

 
3.4    SOIL, RIVERS, HILLS AND TOPOGRAPHY 

 

3.4.1 Our Sub-Sample I is essentially a flat country with a slight south-eastern slope. All most all the 

rivers of the district flow in the same direction. Most of the highland areas are in the Sitalkuchi 

region and most of the low-lying lands lie in Dinhata region. The soil is alluvial of very recent 

formation. It is mostly sandy and loose. The surface soil is loam and hardly any good clay is 

found. 

 
3.4.2 Topography of the Sub-Sample I is crisscrossed with a number of rivers and rivulets. The 

principal rivers of the Sub-Sample I are Teesta, Torsa, Jaldhaka, Dharla, Mansai, Kaljani, 

Raidhak, Gadadhar and Sankosh. Among other small rivers are Sutanga, Khotamara, Giridari, 

Gilandi, Dudua, Dolong, Mujnai etc.  

 
3.4.3 On the other hand, Sub-Sample II is characterized mainly by undulating topography with slight 

south-eastern slope. The principal rivers are almost parallel to each other and have a 

Southeasterly flow. The Damodar is the most important river of the district separating it from 

Bardhaman district. The Dwarakeswar is the next important river in the district, which flows 

approximately the middle of the district and divides it into two halves. The drainage of our Sub- 
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Sample II is mainly controlled by the Damodar, the Dwarakeswar and the Kangsabati rivers 

along with their network of tributaries. The other notable ones are Silabati, Gandheswari, Sali, 

Joyponda, Birai, Amoda etc. 

 
3.4.4 The soil of the Sub-Sample II is mostly lateritic, light in texture and acidic in nature. The fertility 

status is also very low. The soil may be broadly grouped into (a) Red Soil (b) Alluvial Soil and 

(c) Laterite Soil. To the east and north east the land is a low lying alluvial tract which is well 

cultivated and most of the area is double cropped. Typical red soil has limited distribution in the 

south-central, south eastern and south western parts of the district around Bishnupur, Kotulpur 

and Raipur blocks respectively. The laterite or lateratic soils have wide distribution in the south-

central to the south- western part of the district and are generally covered by Sal forest except for 

cultivated patches within them. Towards west the surface gradually raises giving appearance of 

an undulating country interspersed with rocky hillocks and broken up into low ridges and 

valleys.  

 
3.4.5 Sub-Sample II differs from Sub-Sample I in respect of existence of Hills. Sub-Sample II has five 

Hills. Of which Biharinath is the highest hill of the district (1481 Ft.) near Saltora with a 

beautiful temple of Lord Parswanath. Susunia is the second highest (1442 Ft.) with three small 

caves. Koro hill (400 Ft.) situated near Gangajalghati with a peaceful temple at the top. Masak 

and Lady Hill (112 Ft.), near Khatra are two very beautiful tourist spot. But no such hills are 

found in Sub-Sample I. 

 
3.5     ADMINISTRATIVE SET UP 

 

3.5.1 Present administrative profiles of the Sub-Samples are summarised in the Table 3.2. The manner 

of administrative management is quite different in two Sub-Samples as revealed from this table. 

We see that although the area of Sub-Sample II is almost double compared to Sub-Sample I, as 

shown in the previous paragraph of this Chapter, but the number of Sub-Divisions and 

Municipalities is still higher in Sub-Sample I. The number of Sub-Divisions and Municipalities 

in Sub-Sample I are 5 and 6 respectively but same for Sub-Sample II is 3 in both cases. 

However, the number of Blocks, Police Stations and Panchayet samities are considerably higher 

in Sub-Sample II compared to Sub-Sample I. 
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Table-3.2 
Administrative set up of the District 

(Sub-Sample I and Sub-Sample II) 
                         

Source: District Statistical Handbook, CoochBehar 
       and District Statistical Handbook, Bankura 

 
 

3.6     DEMOGRAPHIC FEATURE AND LABOUR ENDOWMENT   

3.6.1 Brief demographic descriptions of the study districts are being summarised in the following 

tables. One can see from this table the percentage of male and female population is more or less 

same in two Sub-Samples. But in context of sex ratio Sub-Sample II remains in a little bit better 

 
Table-3.3A 

Demographic features 

(Sub-Sample I and Sub-Sample II) 
Description Sub-Sample I Sub-Sample II 

Total Population 28,19,086 35,96,674 

Total Male Population 14,51,542 18, 38,095 

Percentage of male population to total 51.49 51.10 

Total Female Population 13,67,544 17, 58,579 

Percentage of female population to total 48.51 48.90 

Percentage of  Hindu Population 74.20 (p) 83.78 (p) 

Percentage of Muslim Population 25.54 (p) 8.08 (p) 

Density of Population (per square km.) 833 523 

Sex ratio (per 1000 male) 942 957 

Literacy rate in percentage 74.78 70.26 

Male literacy rate in percentage 80.71 80.05 

Female literacy rate in percentage 68.49 60.05 

Percentage of rural population to total 89.73 91.67 

Percentage of urban population to total 10.27 8.33 

Total Scheduled Cast population 14,14,336 11, 74,447 

Percentage of  Scheduled Cast population to total 50.17 32.65 

Total Scheduled Tribe population 18,125 3, 68,690 

Percentage of  Scheduled Tribe population to total 0.64 10.25 

            Source: Census Report 2011 
            Note: p=Provisional                     

S.No Sub-Sample I Sub-Sample II 

1 Sub-Divisions 5 Sub-Divisions 3 

2 Municipalities 6 Municipalities 3 

3 Police Station 11 Police Station 23 

4 Block 12 Block 22 

5 Gram Panchayat 128 Gram Panchayat 190 

6 Gram Samsad 1714 Gram Samsad 1896 

7 Panchayat Samity 12 Panchayat Samity 22 

8 Inhabited Village 1132 Inhabited Village 3577 

9 Mouza 1202 Mouza 3830 
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position. But what is interesting is that the female literacy rate in Sub-Sample I is apparently 

high. However, Sub-Sample I is dominated by the Schedule caste population as compared to the 

Sub-Sample II. On the other hand, the percentage of Schedule Tribe population is consistently 

high in our second Sub-Sample.   

                                  
3.6.2 The percentage of total workers in both of our Sub-Samples is more or less same but the condition 

of cultivation is being observed relatively good in Sub-Sample I. The percentage of main 

cultivators to total population is nearly double in Sub-sample I. Again the percentage of main 

Agricultural labourer is also high in our first Sub-Sample. No other remarkable distinction has 

been seen from the labour endowment data. 

Table-3.3B 

Labour Endowment 

(Sub-Sample I and Sub-Sample II) 
 
                            Category 

Sub-Sample I Sub-Sample II 

 
Total 

Percentage 
to total 

Population 

 
Total 

Percentage 
to total 

Population 

Main Cultivators 312014 11.07 238179 6.62 

Main Agricultural Labourers 272435 9.66 303270 8.43 

Main Household Industry Workers 26147 0.93 31479 0.88 

Main Other Workers 275761 9.78 343465 9.55 

Marginal Cultivators 52783 1.87 71544 1.99 

Marginal Agricultural Labourers 119440 4.24 344104 9.57 

Marginal Household Industry Workers 14446 0.51 29907 0.83 

Marginal Other Workers 54951 1.95 104272 2.90 

Total Workers 1127977 40.01 1466220 40.77 

Total Non-Workers 1691109 59.99 2130454 59.23 

              Source: Census Report 2011 

 

3.7   UTILISATION OF LAND 

 
         3.7.1 We have summarized the land utilization statistics in table 3.4 of our two Sub-Samples. Although 

the geographical area of Sub-sample II is nearly double than the geographical area of Sub-

Sample I, but net area shown in Sub-Sample II is only 1.29 times more than the Sub-Sample I. If 

we consider the reporting area of our table as given in serial number 10 then we see that the net 

area shown in Sub-Sample I and II are 76.66 percent and 47.86 percent respectively out of the 

reporting area. The existence of huge amount of current fallow in Sub-Sample II makes the 

difference in percentages. The amount of current fallow in the same reference period is 53 times 
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higher in our second Sub-Sample as compared to our Sub-Sample I. Further, the gross and net 

cultivable area ratios of the two Sub-Samples I and II are 1.71 and 1.34 respectively.  

 

Table-3.4 

Land Utilization Statistics 

(Sub-Sample I and Sub-Sample II) 
                                                                                   (Area in Thousand Hectares) 

S. 

No 

Items Sub-Sample I Sub-Sample II 

Area in 

2011-12 
Percentage 

Area in 

2011-12 
Percentage 

1. Forest area 4.26 1.28 148.93 21.65 

2. Area under Non agricultural use 62.17 18.75 156.02 22.68 

3. Barren and uncultivable Land 0.21 0.06 2.42 0.35 

4. Permanent pasture and other grazing     land 0.003 0.00 1.09 0.16 

5. Land under misc. tree groves not included in 
net area sown 

7.75 2.34 1.83 0.27 

6. Culturable waste land 2.09 0.63 2.42 0.35 

7. Fallow land other than current fallow 0.07 0.02 1.18 0.17 

8. Current fallow 0.84 0.25 44.82 6.51 

9. Net Area sown 254.18 76.66 329.29 47.86 

10. Reporting Area (1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9) 331.57 100.00 688.00 100.00 

       Source: District Statistical Handbook, CoochBehar 
       And District Statistical Handbook, Bankura 

 

 

3.7.2 Another important agenda in this context that demands for its mention is the forest land. One can 

notices from table 3.4 that our Sub-Sample II covers 35 times more amount of land under forest 

than our Sub-Sample I. In percentage form it stands at 21.65 percent out of the reporting land 

area. For Sub-Sample I it is only 1.28 percent. Another fact that also demands for mention is the 

area under non-agricultural use. Although in percentage form difference is low in our Sub-

Samples, but in terms of physical volume Sub-Sample II records more than double amount of 

land under this head. That means a reasonable amount of land of Sub-Sample II is not cultivable. 

This is mainly due to undulation of land and presence of morum soil in that area. 
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3.8    AGRICULTURE 

3.8.1 In terms of area the crop order in Sub-Sample I is in order of Aman Paddy, Jute, Boro Paddy, 

Potato, Tobacco, Oil seeds, Wheat, Maize, Pulses and Aush Paddy. The same for Sub-Sample II 

is Aman Paddy, Boro Paddy, Oil seeds, Potato, Aush Paddy, Wheat, Maize and Pulses. Again in 

terms of productivity the crop order in Sub-Sample I is Potato, Jute, Maize, Boro Paddy, Wheat,  

Table-3.5A 

Area under Production of Different Crops 

(Sub-Sample I and Sub-Sample II) 
                                                                                                                                   (Year 2011-2012) 

S.No. Crop 
Area under production (in thousand hectares.) 

Sub-Sample I Sub-Sample II 

1. Jute 79.3 --- 

2. Tobacco 16.8 --- 

3. Aus Paddy 4.3 16.5 

4. Aman Paddy 219.7 318.0 

5. Boro Paddy 49.3 42.5 

6. Wheat 10.7 2.7 

7. Potato 23.7 29.5 

8. Maize 9.3 0.2 

9. Pulses 6.2 0.2 

10. Oilseed 15.0 30.9 

Total ----- 434.3 440.5 

                Source: Bureau of Applied Economics and Statistics, Government of West Bengal 

 

Table-3.5B 

Production and Productivity of Different Crops 

(Sub-Sample I and Sub-Sample II) 
                                                                                                                                               (Year 2011-2012) 

S.No. Crop 

Sub-Sample I Sub-Sample II 

Area 
(Thousand 
Hectares.) 

 
Production 
(Thousand 
Tonnes) 

Productivity 
(Kg. /ha.) 

Area 
(Thousand 
Hectares.) 

 
Production 
(Thousand 
Tonnes) 

Productivity 
(Kg. /ha.) 

1. Jute 79.3 1028.8 12973.52 --- --- --- 

2. Tobacco 16.8 26.0 1547.62 --- ---- ---- 

3. Aus Paddy 4.3 7.0 1627.91 16.5 45.4 2751.5 

4. Aman Paddy 219.7 452.0 2057.35 318.0 969.7 3049.4 

5. Boro Paddy 49.3 141.7 2874.24 42.5 104.4 2456.5 

6. Wheat 10.7 23.6 2205.61 2.7 6.5 2407.4 

7. Potato 23.7 604.8 25518.99 29.5 900.6 30528.8 

8. Maize 9.3 53.9 5795.70 0.2 0.5 2500.0 

9. Pulses 6.2 4.4 709.68 0.2 0.2 1000.0 

10. Oilseed 15.0 7.5 500.00 30.9 26.0 841.4 

Total ----- 434.3 2349.7 -------- 440.5 2053.3 ------- 

                     Source: Bureau of Applied Economics and Statistics, Government of West Bengal 
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         Aman Paddy, Aush Paddy, Tobacco, Pulses and oil seeds. The same for Sub-Sample II is Potato, 

Aman Paddy, Aush Paddy, Maize, Boro Paddy, wheat, Pulses and Oil seeds. All are given in 

tables 3.5A and 3.5B. One can also see from these tables that in terms of land use Aman Paddy 

remains in the top of the list in both Sub-Samples. In case of production of Pulses and Oil seeds 

both the Sub-Samples are lagging behind. 

                                          

3.8.2 If we compare in terms of number of crops produced then we see that our Sub-Sample I produces 

10 crops and for Sub-Sample II it is 8 in number. Our Sub-Sample II is more or less concentrated 

in the production of Aman Paddy and in percentage form it stands at 72.19 percent out of the 

gross cultivated area. In Sub-Sample I it is 50.59 percent. Again the farmers of Sub-Sample II are 

not familiar with the cultivation of Jute and Tobacco. While these two crops are the main cash 

crops of Sub-Sample I.   

 
3.9   IRRIGATION 

 

3.9.1 Table 3.6 depicts the different sources of irrigation in our Sub-Sample-I and Sub-Sample II. If we 

assume that the area as revealed in this table is net irrigated area then the net irrigated area for 

Sub-sample I become 107.01 thousand hectors and for Sub-Sample II it becomes 288.29 thousand 

hectors. Accordingly, the percentage of irrigated area to net cultivable area for Sub-Sample I 

stand at 42.10 percent and for Sub-Sample II the percentage figure becomes 87.55 percent. That 

means our Sub-Sample II has been  

Table-3.6 
Area Irrigated by different sources 

                                                        (Sub-Sample I and Sub-Sample II)      
                                                                                                                (Area in thousand hectares)                                     

 

Sample 

Different Sources of Irrigation (2011-12) 

Govt. Canal Tank HDTW MDTW LDTW STW RLI ODW Others Total 

Sub-Sample I --- 5.89 3.71 0.26 - 69.46 15.29 3.11 9.29 107.01 

Sub-Sample II 183.21 27.80 0.80 2.94 1.42 54.49 8.88 2.42 6.33 288.29 

     Source: District Statistical Handbook, Cooch Behar 
     And District Statistical Handbook, Bankura 
 
     Note:   HDTW = High Capacity Deep Tube well,                                  STW =Shallow Tube well 

                 RLI=River Lift Irrigation,                                                            ODW=Open Dug Well 

                 MDTW = Middle Capacity Deep Tube well,                   LDTW = Low Capacity Deep Tube well             
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succeeded to enjoy the opportunity of irrigation more intensively compare to our Sub-  Sample I. 

The main reason behind this high percentage of irrigated land in Sub-Sample II is the existence of 

irrigation canal under Damodar Valley Corporation (DVC). Out of the total irrigated area in Sub-

Sample II 63.55 percent lands are remaining under the account of DVC’s irrigation canal. There is 

no such Government initiation noticed by us in Sub-Sample I. 

 

3.9.2 One can also notices from table 3.6 that the irrigated area covered by the shallow tube well is 

consistently high in our Sub-Samples. It ranks first in Sub-Sample I and second in Sub-Sample II. 

The role of River lift irrigation is remarkably better in Sub-Sample I compare to Sub-Sample II. 

However, the function of tank in irrigation scenario is consistently high in Sub-Sample II.           

 
3.10    INDUSTRY, SERVICE SECTOR AND EMPLOYMENT 

 

3.10.1 As we have seen in the preceding sections that our sample economy is an agricultural economy. 

There is no heavy industry located in either of our Sub-Samples. Even the existence of small scale 

industries in extensive manner is also not seen by us at the time of our survey. Theoretically there 

are some tiny sectors remain in operating mode in both of our Sub-Samples. But their 

contributions to total employment in relation to total workers remain below two percent. If we 

calculate the exact figure then the two percentage figures become 0.96 percent and 1.73 percent in 

Sub-Sample I and II respectively. 

 

Table-3.7 
Establishment and Employments 

(Sub-Sample I and Sub-Sample II) 
                                                                                                      (Up to March 2011) 

Particular 
Sub-Sample I Sub-Sample II 

Number No. of Employees Number No. of Employees 

Registered Working Factories     45 2774 243 12356 

Micro Enterprises 1136 8034 1566 13012 

Total 1181 10808 1809 25368 

               Source: District Statistical Handbook, CoochBehar 
                  And District Statistical Handbook, Bankura  
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3.10.2 Although an industrial park has been established at Chakchaka in Sub-Sample I but it still 

remains in nebulous form. But no such industrial park has been noticed by us in Sub-Sample II. 

The Chakchaka industrial park includes some tiny sectors of food processing units, plastic 

product units and jute product units. Besides, some cottage units produce good quality of mat 

locally known as Shital Pati in some specific areas of Sub-Sample I. On the other hand, the non-

agricultural activities in Sub-Sample II confined in Stone- crushing, weaving and handicraft units 

like Dokra, Terra-cotta etc. The Baluchuri share of Bishnupur is a world famous product 

produced in this Sub-Sample. 

 
 

3.11   ELECTRICITY AND POWER 

 

 
3.11.1 We know the development of an area or a nation is associated with per capita consumption of the 

commercial energies like coal, petroleum and electricity. But the fact is that consumption of such 

energies is low in both of our Sub-Samples indicating lower space for industrialization. Out of 

1202 Mouzas in the Sub-Sample I, 1150 Mouzas have declared electrified up to 31st March 2012 

as per report of the Divisional Engineer, W.B.S.E.D.C.L Coochbehar. Further, consumption of 

electricity by different sectors in the district is 230711 thousand K.W.H. during the year 2010-11 

as per District Statistical Handbook, Coochbehar, 2012.  

 
3.11.2 On the other hand, Out of 3830 Mouzas in the Sub-Sample II, 3594 Mouzas have declared 

electrified upto 31st March 2011 as per report of the Divisional Engineer, Bankura. It means 52 

Mouzas in Sub-Sample I up to 31st March 2012 and 236 Mouzas in Sub-Sample II up to 31st 

March 2011 remained out of electricity. Again, consumption of electricity by different sectors in 

the Sub-Sample II is 421401 thousand K.W.H during the year 2010-11 as per District Statistical 

Handbook, Bankura. If we consider the total population of Sub-Sample I and Sub-Sample II, then 

we find the per capita consumption of electricity in Sub-Sample I and Sub-Sample II are 80 

K.W.H. and 120 K.W.H respectively during the year 2010-11. 
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3.12   EDUCATIONAL AND HEALTH FACILITIES 

3.12.1 There is no denying that Education and Health act as a catalyst to enhance the capacity of 

activity of an individual in the process of economic and social development. Table 3.8A and 3.8B 

give us a brief picture of Educational facilities available in our Sub-Sample I and II respectively. 

Table-3.8A 
Number of Educational Institutions with Students 

(Sub-Sample I) 
                                                                                                                                               (Year 2011-12) 

Educational Institutions 
No. of 

Institutions 
No. of 

Students 
No. of 

Teachers 

Student-
institution 

ratio 

Student- 
teacher 

ratio 

Primary School 1826 366103 5843 200.49 62.66 

Middle School 101 25396 564 251.45 45.03 

High School 94 82213 1131 874.61 72.69 

Higher Secondary School 159 231365 3190 1455.13 72.53 

General College 15 21160 312 1410.67 67.82 

Engineering/Technical School 2 395 26 197.50 15.19 

Engineering/Technical Colleges 4 741 38 185.25 19.50 

All PTTI and Nursing Training Institutions 3 80 19 26.67 4.21 

Teachers’ Training and Nursing Training Colleges 3 125 9 41.67 13.89 

Sishu Siksha Kendras 698 62512 1875 89.56 33.34 

Anganawadi  Centres (ICDS) 3738 165768 3738 44.35 44.35 

 Source: District Statistical Handbook, Cooch Behar. 

Table-3.8B 
Number of Educational Institutions with Students 

                                                             (Sub-Sample II)                                                   (Year 2011-12) 

 Source: District Statistical Handbook, Bankura. 

           

     One can see from these tables that the general school level enrolment rate is rather high in Sub-

Sample I compare to Sub-Sample II. Accordingly, the student- teacher ratio is also very high in 

Educational Institutions 
No. of 

Institutions 
No. of 

Students 
No. of 

Teachers 

Student-
institution 

ratio 

Student- 
teacher 

ratio 

Primary School 3556 282655 10302 79.49 27.44 

Middle School 345 24939 1022 72.29 24.40 

High School 223 134733 2842 604.18 47.41 

Higher Secondary School 252 200098 4609 794.04 43.41 

General College 18 34416 617 1912.00 55.78 

Engineering/Technical School 3 619 44 206.33 14.07 

Engineering/Medical/Technical Colleges 6 4574 498 762.33 9.18 

All PTTI and Nursing Training Institutions 11 679 75 61.73 9.05 

Teachers’ Training and Nursing Training Colleges 8 691 71 86.38 9.73 

Sishu Siksha Kendras 449 21680 892 48.29 24.30 

Anganawadi  Centres (ICDS) 5332 155857 4971 29.23 31.35 
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Sub-Sample I. This is highly reflected in case of primary education. The average enrolment of 

student per primary school in Sub-Sample I is more than 200, while the same in Sub-Sample II is 

only around 80. The student teacher ratio in primary section is 62.66 in Sub-Sample I and it is 

only 27.44 in Sub-Sample II. 

 
3.12.2 If we calculate the availability of primary school and secondary school on the basis of total 

population of our Sub-Samples then we see that, availability of primary school out of per lakh 

population in Sub-Sample I and II are 64.77 and 98.86 respectively. Same for the higher 

secondary school stands at 5.64 and 7 respectively. In both cases Sub-sample II enjoys a little bit 

more educational facility than Sub-Sample I. Not only that, if we have a look on the availability 

of the number of Technical School, Colleges and Training Institutions then we also see that it is 

higher in Sub-Sample II compared to Sub-Sample I.  

 
Table-3.9 

Medical Facilities 

(Sub-Sample I and Sub-Sample II) 
                                                                                                                        (Year 2011)       

Particulars Sub-Sample I Sub-Sample II 

Hospitals, Health Centers, Nursing Home etc. 69 146 

Sub Centers 406 564 

Family Welfare Centers 33 25 

Total Beds 2052 3821 

Beds per lakh of population 72.78 106.23 

Total no of Doctors 276 487 

Doctors  per lakh of population 9.79 13.54 

Patient treated in Hospitals, Health Centres and Sub Centres 3240559 5327733 

Total Deliveries 34344 58377 

        Source: District Statistical Handbook, CoochBehar 
         And District Statistical Handbook, Bankura 

             

             3.12.3 Table 3.9 gives us a brief outline of the Medical facilities available in our Sub-Samples. It is 

clear from the above Table that the availability of hospitals and health centers are more than 

double in Sub-Sample II compared to Sub-Sample I. if we compare the same on the basis of per 

lakh of population then the number of hospitals and health centers stands at 2.44 and 4.05 for 

Sub-Sample I and Sub-Sample II respectively. Again if we have a look on the availability of 

hospital beds per lakh population then we see that it stands at 73 and 106 for Sub-Sample I and 

Sub-Sample II respectively. It simply means that, the availability of hospital beds per lakh 
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population is 1.45 times higher in Sub-Sample II compared to Sub-Sample I. Not only that, 

doctors per lakh population is also higher in Sub-Sample II compared to Sub-Sample I. Doctors 

per lakh population is 9.79 and 13.54 respectively for Sub-Sample I and II. Thus we can say that, 

our Sub-Sample I is lagging behind in the availability of social infrastructure compared to Sub-

Sample II. 

 

3.13   A COMPARISON 

 

1. The overall shape of our state is rather vertical in north-south direction. A major portion of 

our northern part remains outside the tropical zone, while the southern portion remains in 

tropical zone. As a result heat, humidity, rainfall etc. differ significantly. Our Sub-Sample I is 

situated in the region falls outside the tropical zone and our Sub-Sample II remains in the 

tropical zone. However, both the Sub-samples under our study are more or less triangular in 

shape. In respect of geographical size the size of Sub-Sample II is nearly twice bigger than 

the geographical size of Sub-Sample I. 

 
2. Accordingly, the climate of our two Sub-Samples differs significantly. The lowest minimum 

temperature and highest maximum temperature of our Sub-Sample I is 3.90 Celsius and 39.90 

Celsius respectively, but the same for the Sub-Sample II varies from 90 Celsius to 450 

Celsius. Our first Sub-sample is a flood-prone area, while our second Sub-Sample is drought-

prone in nature. The average annual rainfall, as per report of the metrological department, for 

Sub-Sample I and II stand at 3201 mm and 1420 mm respectively.  

 
3. Our Sub-Sample I is essentially a flat country with a slight south-eastern slope. Topography 

of the area is more or less flat and monotonic with a number of rivers and rivulets. On the 

other hand, Sub-Sample II is characterized mainly by undulating topography with slight 

south-eastern slope. Again, Sub-Sample II differs from Sub-Sample I in respect of existence 

of Hills also. Sub-Sample II has five Hills. But no such Hills are found in Sub-Sample-I. 

 

4. One can see from the table 3.3A and 3.3B the percentage of male and female population is 

more or less same in two Sub-Samples. Though the female literacy rate in Sub-Sample I is 

apparently high but in context of sex ratio Sub-Sample II remains in a little bit better 
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position. If we compare between the Schedule Caste and Schedule Tribe population in our 

two Sub-Samples then we see that Sub-Sample I is dominated by the Schedule caste 

population as compared to the Sub-Sample II. On the other hand, the percentage of Schedule 

Tribe population is consistently high in our second Sub-Sample. 

 
5. We have summarized the land utilization statistics in table 3.4 of our two Sub-Samples. 

Although the geographical area of Sub-sample II is nearly double than the geographical area 

of Sub-Sample I, but net area shown in Sub-Sample II is only 1.29 times more than the Sub-

Sample I. Out of the total reporting area the net area shown in Sub-Sample I and II are 76.66 

percent and 47.86 percent respectively. But in respect of area covered under forest Sub-

Sample II remains in advantageous position.   

 
6. Our both Sub-Samples are characterized by overwhelming agro-economic base and low 

industrialization. Theoretically there are some tiny sectors remain in operating mode in both 

of our Sub-Samples. In case of agricultural production, Aman Paddy remains in the top of the 

list in both Sub-Samples as per area covered. But, the farmers of Sub-Sample II are not 

familiar with the cultivation of Jute and Tobacco the two main cash crops of our state.  While 

these two crops are the main cash crops of Sub-Sample I.   

 
7. If we have a look on the educational and health facilities discharged by the two area 

economies then we see that our Sub-Sample II discharges to some extent some better 

facilities compare to our other Sub-Sample.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


